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Photocentric appoint Paul Anfinson
as CEO of Photocentric USA 3D Inc
Photocentric is delighted to announce the appointment of Paul Anfinson as CEO of our
newly formed US subsidiary – Photocentric USA 3D Inc.
With the release of LC Magna and the soon to be released LC Maximus, Photocentric is expanding and ready
to offer its large format LCD printers to the North American market. These are truly disruptive machines,
providing scale in transforming liquid into solid in volumes never seen before.
Paul is very experienced in running companies and has a long experience in managing Additive Manufacturing
companies previously. He is building a team of experts to support our rapidly growing customer base and
facilitate Photocentric’s ambitious growth plans in the US. The new company will use Photocentric’s existing
Arizona facility to hold stock and service the market.
Photocentric has a vision to bring affordable manufacturing to the industrial marketplace. They are now
starting to add considerable value to manufacturing companies by enabling them to remove tooling, have
freedom of geometry and run with lower inventory costs. Photocentric is now positioned to add considerable
value to a wide variety of industries by leveraging our unique approach to Additive Manufacturing using the
scale of LCD screens. With the creation of this US operation Photocentric will now provide the service and
support necessary to transform parts of the US’s manufacturing industry.

About Photocentric

Patent holders in visible light curing technologies, specialising in photopolymerisation and inventors of LCD
based 3D printing, Photocentric is an award-winning specialist resin and LCD printer manufacturer based
in Cambridgeshire, UK and Arizona, USA. They manufacture an innovative range of photopolymer resins
compatible with any printer operating from 355nm to 460mm, and a range of innovative 3D printers using
LCD screens. Building on their vision of enabling custom mass manufacture, Photocentric will begin to
release their next generation of large format LCD printers in June 2019.
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